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ABSTRACT
	The rapid progression of technology and interconnectivity has led to new forms of communication and, thus, a new form of adolescent abusive expression occurring as cyber dating abuse (CDA). With recent notoriety and research conducted on traditional adolescent relationship abuse and cyberbullying as separate public health issues, this study aimed to fill the gaps in existing literature by examining CDA perpetration among an adolescent population. Specifically, this research examined the possibility of reciprocal victimization and perpetration experienced between partners within a relationship. Models and theories found in the literature in relation to CDA perpetration were examined. Also, any differences between older and young age groups in either CDA perpetration, or risk factors for CDA perpetration appearing in the literature, were analyzed. It was hypothesized, based on previous research on traditional dating abuse, that there would be a bidirectional and reciprocal nature of CDA perpetration and victimization between partners within a relationship, that the socioecological model would appear most frequently in current literature examining CDA perpetration, and that CDA perpetration would occur more often among older adolescents as compared to younger adolescents. PubMed, Cochrane Library, and PsycINFO databases were searched resulting in a total of 17 non-duplicate, peer-reviewed cross-sectional and cohort studies analyzing CDA perpetration among adolescents with a mean age of 24-years-old between the years of 2010 and 2018. A modified Newcastle-Ottawa Scale was used to assess study validity. Overall prevalences of CDA perpetration varied significantly between studies based on the different definitions, methods, and measurement scales used. CDA victimization and perpetration were found to be highly correlated when examined in most studies, although it was also found that reciprocity of CDA in relationships may occur less than reciprocity of some traditional adolescent relationship abuse forms. While gender differences were examined frequently among descriptive analyses, no single theory was found more than others in the literature investigating or explaining CDA perpetration among adolescents. Lastly, direct comparisons between older and younger age groups in terms of CDA perpetration prevalence, frequency, and risk factors have yet to be established. Results suggest the need for further research on the issue of CDA, as well as a comprehensive and validated measure for better assessment and prevention. Clinically, predicting risk factors and screening methods among the adolescent population will reduce overall prevalence and frequency of this unique and emerging public health issue.
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Increasing usage of, and access to, social media and social networking sites worldwide have led to new conduits of abusive expression and behavioral norms established through electronic communication technology. The emergence of a new public health issue, particularly among the adolescent population whose usage of electronic communication technology is prevalent, has followed the trend of cybertechnology popularization in the form of cyber dating abuse (CDA). A considerable amount of research exists on dating violence and cyberbullying, two important public health issues, that have, until recently, been considered separately in the literature. However, there remains a paucity of information regarding cyberbullying in relationships (in other terms, CDA). While many previous studies have focused on dating violence victimization, only on one form of dating violence, particularly physical violence, or only on the adult population, there has been an emergence of public health importance placed on dating violence within adolescent relationships resulting in subsequent new, but minimal research.
Because teenagers and young adults communicate heavily through technological means, technology presents a new opportunity for relationship abuse victimization and perpetration. Relationship abuse risk factors, correlates, and associated consequences of traditional offline dating violence among adolescent victims have begun to be investigated in the form of adolescent relationship abuse (ARA); however, there remains a lack of information regarding perpetrators. And, there are even fewer data on adolescent relationship abuse perpetrated through cybertechnology. Thus, this systematic review aims to explore some of the existing gaps in current literature on CDA among adolescent relationships.
The literature review begins with a brief summary of emerging cybertechnologies and risk factors for traditional dating violence in the form of ARA. The appearance of CDA in current literature as a unique form of dating abuse is discussed and the epidemiology of ARA is highlighted. Previous research and current risk factors for perpetrators of traditional relationship abuse are established followed by a summary of the public health importance of CDA.
The systematic literature review then provides information about sample characteristics, prevalences, theories, and findings of CDA perpetration in current literature. The following three questions will be investigated in detail: 1) Is there a reciprocal nature between being the victim as well as the perpetrator of CDA among adolescent partners? 2)Which models and theories have been suggested most frequently in current studies to predict CDA perpetration? 3) Are there any differences between older and younger age groups in either CDA perpetration, or risk factors for CDA perpetration?
1.2	Review of the Literature
1.2.1	Adolescent Relationship Abuse
In today’s society, one public health issue currently receiving attention is ARA, recognized by the CDC as “teen dating violence (TDV)” and defined as the physical, sexual, psychological, or emotional violence within a dating relationship, including stalking, that can occur traditionally (face-to-face) or electronically1 and involves repeat patterns of abusive or violent behavior among minors who know one another (e.g. are in some sort of relationship).2 Although the CDC acknowledges the term “TDV,” “ARA” is a similar term that encompasses a range of violent and abusive behaviors including physical, psychological, and sexual abuse, as well as harassment or stalking behaviors among adolescents in a romantic relationship. It is recommended by Miller and Levenson2 that the term “ARA” be used rather than the term “TDV” to emphasize the broader range of possible unhealthy relationships among adolescents, from “hanging out” or “liking someone as more than a friend” to more serious “dating relationships,” in which abuse can occur. Similarly, the term “abuse” is more appropriate in referring to a spectrum of controlling behaviors as compared to the term “violence.”2
1.2.2	Cyberbullying
The evolving cyber culture, defined by Flach and Deslandes as a “set of techniques (material and intellectual), practices, attitudes, mindsets, and values that develop together with the growth of cyberspace,”3(p2) has led to new psychopathologies. Various forms of recent psychopathologies include: cyberchondria, cyberbullying, cyberstalking, narcissism, regression and impulsivity. Examples of these cyber-psychopathologic behaviors manifested as hostility towards others are cyberbullying and cyberstalking.4 Like ARA, cyberbullying is another public health issue currently gaining attention, especially among the adolescent population. Outside of the dating context, cyberbullying is defined as digital contact that is aggressive, intentional, or repetitive, often exhibiting a power imbalance between victim and bully.5 Cyberbullying, also known as “electronic aggression,” is currently receiving attention from the CDC where it is defined as “any type of harassment or bullying that occurs via e-mail, a chat room, instant messaging, a website (including blogs), or text messaging.”6(p.1) Cyberstalking, on the other hand, which can occur either within or outside of a relationship or ex-relationship, involves the use of digital media as a very effective tool for stalking purposes. According to Starcevic and Aboujaoude,4 both cyberbullying and cyberstalking victimization and perpetration are manifestations of a variety of behavioral or psychological disorders and are factors in developing a host of other mental health disorders, especially when the victim switches to the role of bully in a bully-victim relationship. 
1.2.3	Cyberculture and Cyber Dating Abuse
In recent decades, technology saturation and increased connectivity have led to ubiquitous and readily accessible information available to anyone at any time through use of the Internet. Since the explosion of Internet growth and cyberculture in the 2000s, cyberspace has expanded to promote the building of social networking platforms with a popularization reinforced through new mobile devices, faster connection, remote access, and real-time updates.3 According to 2017 data from the ITU Telecommunication Development sector,7 53.6% of households worldwide have Internet access. Seventy percent of youth between the ages of 15—24 are using the Internet with the proportion of youth (71%) significantly greater than that of the total population (48%). Many teenagers now own devices, such as smartphones and tablets, which have provided mobility in accessing social networking sites at any time from any place. It was estimated that approximately 97 per 100 inhabitants in developed countries had mobile-broadband subscriptions in 2017 as compared to approximately 21 per 100 inhabitants in least developed countries; however, least developed countries have experienced the greatest compound annual growth rate (greater than 50%) between 2012 and 2017 compared to developing and developed countries.7 Among adolescents ages 13-17, 92% use the Internet daily, according to findings from the PEW Research Center’s Teens’ Relationships Survey, and 71% have access to more than one social media account.8 In this era of “hyper-exposure” 3(p.1) and “spectacularization of the private life,”3(p.1) increased usage of social media and social networking sites is taking place, particularly among the adolescent demographic, in which a progressive number of cyber-related behaviors are emerging as public health issues.
New technology has presented new conduits for abusive expression through social media, e-mail, cell phones, and other technological media resulting in the emergence of CDA. CDA, also seen in the literature as “cyber harassment,” “electronic aggression,” “cyber aggression,” “digital dating abuse,” or “cyberbullying within a relationship,” exists under the umbrella of ARA and is defined as abuse involving threatening, monitoring, or humiliating a partner with the use of technology.9 A study by Draucker and Martsolf10 found that communication technology within relationships leads to escalation of arguments and controlling behavior such as monitoring, as well as prolonged harmful contact between separated couples. Reed, Tolman, and Ward11 note the importance of recognizing cyber abuse within a relationship (CDA) as a separate entity from cyberbullying because of the behaviors expressed by perpetrators that may be outside of the conscientious intent-to-harm. 
CDA can be either sexual or non-sexual with CDA perpetration characterized by behaviors such as “sending unwanted requests for sex or threats of physical harm over electronic media,” “unwanted sexting,” and “posting embarrassing photos.”12 Borrajo, Calvete and Gamez-Gaudix13 found that, among specific modes of CDA expression, 52% of behaviors were carried out through messaging applications such as Whatsapp, 41% through social networking sites, and 7% by e-mail. In the literature, CDA perpetration has also been broken down into direct aggression and control domains. Direct aggression and control domains were established in a study by Borrajo et al.13 validating a survey for CDA perpetration and victimization in which items with factor loadings through exploratory factor analysis included either behaviors intending to cause harm to the partner, such as physical threats through cyber media, or behaviors involving controlling and monitoring the partner, such as controlling time of the partner’s mobile access. 
CDA can also include stalking behavior and may be conceptualized as, or found to overlap with, psychological abuse.14 Physical abuse dominates current literature on the topic of relationship abuse; however, psychological aggression is often the most common form among all age groups and produces results just as damaging.15 According to Baker and Stith,16 psychological aggression is the most common form of aggression, as well as the best predictor of physical aggression, and, similarly, previous studies have found cyberpsychological aggression perpetration to be a predictor of physical aggression perpetration.17 Because CDA is often psychological (using cyberspace as a means of public humiliation, constant text messaging, harassment via messages, and monitoring of social networking sites) there is a need for additional research in understanding aggression enacted through electronic communication media.15 
ARA perpetration, including CDA, is often influenced by social and cultural norms.18 CDA (supported by beliefs, myths, and romanticized views of love) is often regarded as caring behavior rather than abuse among adolescents making it socially acceptable behavior today in society.3 Aggression in relationships frequently occurs in playful context or is seen as “just a joke.”3(p.5) An example of an aggressive behavior conceptualized as normal but “annoying”3(p.5) by adolescents in a relationship, is monitoring behavior. Monitoring in cyberspace is often seen as necessary to enhance a relationship and, similarly, sharing passwords is seen as trust. Sexting is a behavior often perceived as normal when it is consensual; however, when extended to revenge porn it may be a form of violence,3 demonstrating the blurred lines and importance of perception in identifying abuse from norms. 
The literature shows that gender differences exist in that females are more likely to exert controlling and monitoring behavior, while males are more likely to exert acts of direct aggression, such as sharing revenge porn at the termination of a relationship.3 Browsing social networking sites provides the convenience necessary in monitoring a partner’s history and whereabouts through readily-accessible information and encourages socially acceptable monitoring behavior.19 As in CDA, situational context and perception also matter in terms of cyberstalking, which often arises out of an intimate relationship breakup. Cyberstalking usually involves jealous feelings and an anxious attachment style; however, it may also be viewed as flattering depending on the subjective feelings of the victim towards the perpetrator.20 An alarming characteristic differentiating CDA from traditional abuse is the lack of physical boundaries from which the abuse can occur so that it may be ongoing and occurring from any place, even in the victim’s absence.21 
1.2.4	Epidemiology of Adolescent Relationship Abuse 
Most nationally representative surveys do not measure abuse within dating relationships or relationships held in a nonresidential setting. ARA is only a secondary or tertiary measure for most nationally representative questions exploring the topic, and, all surveys except for the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (a longitudinal study designed to survey psychological, physical, and any violence among 7th - 12th grade students during the 1994 – 1995 school year22 providing the first measurements of relationship abuse among adolescent relationships), or Add Health survey, lack a perpetration measure. Questions assessing physical partner violence perpetration over the past two years were added to the Add Health survey in Wave III (when the participants were already young adults), asking about all relationships the participant had, and to Wave IV asking only about the participant’s current relationship. Using data from Wave IV when the adolescents were ages 24 - 32, Cui et al.23 found that 5% reported ARA perpetration, 13% reported victimization, and 12% reported both victimization and perpetration. Other findings by Cui et al.23 include that previous victimization in adolescence was associated with perpetration as a young adult in Wave IV. Female gender, marital and cohabiting relationships versus dating relationships, and parent-child violence during adolescence were also associated with increased ARA perpetration as a young adult. 
The National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS) is a nationally representative survey conducted among adults in all 50 states and the District of Columbia that estimates state-specific sexual violence and stalking victimization, as well as intimate partner violence in the domains of physical, sexual, psychological abuse and control of reproductive health by a partner. Although no similar data exist for adolescents, NSIVS data provide an overview of traditional dating violence in the U.S. The most current NSIVS data show that about one in five women (21% or over 25 million) have experienced completed or attempted rape at some point24 and in those cases, the perpetrator was a current or former intimate partner approximately half of the time (47%) or an acquaintance 45% of the time, according to a previous analysis by Smith et al.25 Approximately one in six women (16%) and one in 17 men (6%) have been the victim of stalking at some point in which they felt fearful24 with 68% of female victims and 70% of male victims reporting threats of physical harm by their perpetrators.25 Also, about 62% of female victims and 43% of male victims were stalked by a current or former intimate partner.25 Physical violence was experienced by 31% of women in their lifetime with severe physical violence experienced by 21% of women. Psychological aggression by a partner was experienced by greater than 34% of both men and women.24
Another nationally representative survey looking specifically at dating violence among adolescents, is the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBSS); however, it addresses only electronic bullying and traditional physical and sexual dating violence, and sexual coercion without addressing cyber measures. According to the CDC’s 2016 MMWR report based on YRBSS data, 10% of adolescents who dated within the previous 12 months of the survey had experienced ARA. Prevalence of ARA was higher among females than males and among 11th and 12th graders than 9th graders. Also, among those who dated, 11% of adolescent participants had been forced to do something sexual they did not want to do with higher prevalence among females than males. The prevalence of sexual ARA, however, was higher among 10th grade than 12th grade students.26
STRiV, the national survey of Teen Relationships and Intimate Violence, funded by the National Institute of Justice, was the first survey focused specifically on ARA (physical, sexual, and psychological abuse) that also measured detailed dimensions of perpetration in addition to victimization among a nationally representative sample of 12-to-18-year-olds.27 In an analysis of STRiV data, Taylor and Mumford27 found that 69% (n = 1,804) of those in a current or recent dating relationship reported victimization and a similar amount (63%) reported perpetration of ARA. The only significant demographic differences found were outcomes by gender and age. Older youth perpetrated ARA at higher rates with adolescents between the ages of 12 and 14 experiencing lower ARA perpetration rates as compared to those between the ages of 15 and 18. It was also found that girls ages 15 to 18, as compared to boys in the same age range, perpetrated three times the rate of moderate threats and physical violence and more than four times the rate of serious psychological abuse. However, assessing ARA by severity level, boys surpassed girls in perpetrating more serious threats and physically violent ARA between the ages of 15 to 18. Psychological abuse was most common among the total sample as compared to physical and sexual abuse, and there was significant correlation present between overall ARA victimization and perpetration.27 
Although no survey questions address the subgroup of ARA, CDA, within existing nationally representative surveys, Zweig et al.28 report in the literature with larger-scale CDA estimates across multiple schools. As part of a project funded by the National Institute of Justice, 5,647 7th—12th graders across five school districts in the northeastern United States were surveyed regarding ARA (overall response rate of 84%), including CDA. Respondents in a current or past-year romantic relationship were asked a series of 16 questions twice, once to capture CDA perpetration and once to capture victimization. Looking at psychological dating abuse, physical dating violence, CDA, and sexual coercion, 47% of all teens in a relationship    (n = 3,745) reported being a victim of psychological dating abuse, 30% a victim of physical dating violence, 26% a victim of CDA and 13% a victim of sexual coercion within the prior year.28 
Regarding perpetration of CDA, 12% of all teens who were in a relationship reported perpetrating CDA in the prior year with the most-reported acts of CDA being “using a partner’s social networking account without permission” 28(p.1070)  (6%) followed by “writing nasty things about one’s partner online” (3%).28(p.1070) Boys reported significantly higher rates of physical abuse victimization, while girls were twice as likely to report sexual abuse victimization or coercion in the past year. Boys self-reported more sexual CDA perpetration, while girls reported higher levels of all forms of non-sexual CDA perpetration. There was enormous overlap of CDA perpetration or victimization with psychological abuse perpetration and victimization, and CDA victimization and perpetration were two and three times more likely, respectively, to be enacted outside of the relationship in a cyberbullying context, as well.28 In summary, overlapping behaviors of CDA perpetration with CDA victimization, and CDA perpetration with traditional bullying and cyberbullying perpetration, and psychological abuse perpetration with possible predisposition towards physical violence stress the importance in predicting and preventing this unique form of abuse.
1.2.5	Predictors of Traditional Relationship Abuse Perpetrators
1.2.5.1	Individual- and Relationship-Level Risk Factors
In the CDC’s four-level socioecological model used to explain violence, the individual level includes biological and personal history that increase risk, while the relationship level includes close relationships that increase risk of victimization or perpetration.29 Although it has been acknowledged that perpetrators of ARA comprise a heterogenous population, making ARA perpetration difficult to predict, understanding the risk factors reported in the current literature will aid in developing theory, and, thus, prevention and intervention approaches. Multiple theories exist that provide explanations for abuse perpetration within a relationship. One of the most popular is the ecological systems theory, or social ecology theory, established by Bronfenbrenner,30 which describes the multiple levels of social ecology experienced throughout the life course that shape development and behavior.14 According to Reyner,31 there has been a shift from a society-level perspective of power and control explaining abuse perpetration to individual-level combinations of traits predicting abuse perpetration. While emergent models incorporate contextual and biopsychosocial components, this review is restricted to the previously established individual and interpersonal risk factors as explained by Reyner,31 Zweig et al.,14 and Vagi et al;32 the terms “interpersonal-level” and “relationship-level” are used interchangeably.
A literature review conducted by Reyner31 found that younger adults perpetrate more ARA and that minority racial status, while unadjusted for other demographic variables, was associated with perpetration, although the association may be buffered by other factors such as income. Social economic status (SES) was found to have minimal effect when controlling for other psychosocial predictors. Regarding gender, differences were found to exist dependent on the type of relationship abuse perpetrated. Both men and women perpetrated relatively equal physical relationship abuse; however, men were more likely than women to cause injury.31 Zweig et al.33 found increased risk for perpetration of ARA among adolescent males, but not females, who witnessed parental violence, and a stronger protective effect from perpetration through positive family relations among females as compared to males. Also, violence perpetration among men is not predicted by their partner’s level of violence; however, women in relationships with physically violent men tended to perpetrate more violence.33 Individual-level predictors cited by Zweig et al.33 include substance abuse (also associated with increased risk of injury and sexual violence outside of the relationship context), ARA victimization during young adulthood, general tendencies toward violence, and beliefs, or acceptance, of ARA.
Social learning perspective34 is one theory used to explain the effects of adverse childhood events, including witnessing partner violence in the family as a child (fitting into the interpersonal, or partner relationship domain, as described by Zweig et al.33), on perpetration of aggressive behavior, either by learning and repeating behaviors later in life or by developing emotional regulation and social information processing deficits mediating perpetration in later











Table 1: Traditional Relationship Abuse Perpetration Predictors
Psychological, Personality, and Behavioral 
Alcohol and substance abuse	Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD)*
Anger*	Borderline Personality Organization(BPO)a
Criminal behavior	Characteristics associated with personality disturbances:
Depression	              Emotion regulation problems
Hostility	              Jealousy
Personality disturbances	              Attachment insecurity








Common couple violencee	Poor communication skills
Intimate Terrorismf	Relationship conflict and dissatisfaction
*Wide body of literature exists	
a. Continuum of borderline traits resulting in unstable interpersonal relationships, such as anger, impulsivity, masked dependency,
               an unstable sense of self and intolerance of being alone
b. Spectrum of anxiety or fear experienced as a part of intimacy
c. Term used to represent overall experience of a range of overlapping negative emotions (i.e. anger, emotion, jealousy) 
d. Referring to the dyadic interactions of a relationship
e. Sporadic outbursts with potential mutual violence
f. Patriarchal control and displays of violence against the partner

1.2.5.2	Individual and Relationship Risk Factors in Longitudinal Studies
Because of the cross-sectional nature of most studies conducted on ARA, causality of risk factors for ARA perpetration has been difficult to establish. Due to the growing number of longitudinal studies on ARA in recent years, Vagi et al.32 conducted a literature review of the most likely causal factors based on Hill’s Criterion of Causation showing temporality. A list of the risk and protective factors in which temporality has been established among studies between 2000 and 2010 in the U.S. and Canada was grouped by levels of the social ecology model, a few of which are listed in Table 2.32 A total of 53 risk factors and six protective factors were identified. Knowing causal risk factors, not just correlates, will allow for effective prevention and intervention design in the realm of ARA.

Table 2: Risk and Protective Factors of Traditional Relationship Abuse Established Through Longitudinal Studies in the U.S. and Canada (2000-2010) 
Risk Factors
Individual Level	Relationship Level
Acceptance of Violence in Dating Relationships	Aversive Family Communication
Adolescent Antisocial Behavior	Childhood Physical Abuse
Age (Older than 18)	Engaging in Peer Violence*
Aggression Tolerance	Friends Perpetrating ARA*
Alcohol Use	Parental Marital Conflict*
Anxiety	History of Sexual Aggression*




Cognitive Dissonancea	Positive Mother-Relationship 
Grade Point Average	School Attachment
Higher Empathy	
Verbal IQ	 
*Greater than 1 longitudinal study
a. Self-reported behavior is not supportive of attitudes or beliefs
1.3	Public Health Importance
ARA first appeared in the literature in the early 1980s and the topic has since gained traction in the United States and Europe with the recognition of injury, death, and mental health consequences of ARA. The CDC has recently formed several initiatives focused on reducing and preventing dating violence and domestic abuse, such as CDC DELTA and Dating Matters®, a prevention strategy focused specifically on teens. Although information exists on factors for dating violence perpetration, there is a paucity of literature currently available on factors responsible for the subset of ARA, CDA, and even less among the adolescent population, a high-risk population among whom dating relationships begin and use of communication technology is prevalent. CDA prevention methods have been hindered by scarcity of data on ARA victimization, but even more specifically, on perpetration. According to a literature review conducted in 2017 focused on all existing literature published through 2016 regarding all CDA definitions in the literature (including both victimization or perpetration measures), a total of only 35 studies are in existence since appearance of CDA and related terms in 2010, with 22 being from the United States followed by six from Spain and four from Belgium, highlighting the limited data to date.3
It is estimated that 77% of adolescents between the ages of 12 and 17 have a cell phone,35 80% have a social networking profile,36 and as many as 95% are Internet users35 showcasing how far the Internet has come in terms of access and connectivity. With increased prevalences of Internet use come increased prevalences of dating abuse. Reported prevalences vary; however, a study by Bennett et al.37 conducted among college students estimated between 72% and 74% experienced CDA victimization by either friends or an intimate partner, reported as hostility, intrusiveness, or humiliation. Measures of perpetration are even more ambiguous, although a large-scale study by Zweig et al.33 reported estimates of CDA perpetration around 12%. Estimates of perpetration are most likely underreported through recall and social desirability bias, so prevalences are likely to be much higher. Because CDA is a unique type of ARA with its own risk factors and consequences, as well as potential to overlap with other forms of traditional violence, it is necessary to have a comprehensive understanding of CDA for better prevention strategies.
1.4	Research Questions
The following systematic review provides a cumulative assimilation of existing cross-sectional and longitudinal studies available on CDA perpetration with the purpose of addressing gaps in the literature involving an adolescent population and presence of a perpetration measure. To date, there is also no comprehensive review looking at CDA perpetration and performing a quality assessment of nonrandomized studies. The following three aims are posited for investigation:
1.  Is there a reciprocal nature between being the victim as well as the perpetrator of CDA within adolescent partners?
Two forms of traditional ARA, reciprocal (both partners are violent) and non-reciprocal (only one partner is violent), have previously been recognized, and the context of violence within a relationship has been shown to affect frequency and severity of injury within the relationship.38 For this reason, it is hypothesized that, among adolescents who are in a romantic relationship or who have a history of a romantic relationship, there will be reciprocity between being the perpetrator and the victim between partners within a relationship.
2. Which models and theories have been suggested most frequently to predict CDA perpetration?
It is hypothesized that the social ecological model will appear most often in recent literature to explain CDA perpetration among adolescents since it has been described or explored often in literature to explain traditional ARA and dating violence.
3. Are there any differences between older and younger age groups in either CDA perpetration or risk factors for CDA perpetration? 
Lastly, it is hypothesized that CDA perpetration will occur more often within the relationships of college-aged adults than within younger adolescent relationships because college provides an environment for this age group away from family and, for example, away from a positive mother-relationship established as a protective factor by Vagi et al.,32 where dating is more frequent and abusive behavior can thrive.
2.0 	Methods
2.1	Definitions
A systematic review was conducted with the PubMed, Cochrane Library, and PsycINFO databases. To capture the largest amount of current literature, this review utilized a broad definition of “cyber dating abuse” referring both to “aggressions and behaviors of severe surveillance of the partner” according to Barrajo et al.,39(p.359) and including such behaviors as cyberstalking, sending rude or humiliating comments, sending emails or threatening messages, or posting photos with the intention to humiliate a partner or ex-partner. Synonyms such as “cyber aggression,” “electronic dating violence,” “intimate partner cyber harassment,” “cyber-stalking,” “digital dating abuse,” and “cyberbullying in the context of a relationship” were included in the review. A broad definition of a romantic relationship was also used to capture typical dating and romantic relationships (including marriage, cohabitation, and same-sex marriage), as well as the nonresidential and informal relationships adolescents might experience such as “hanging out,” “pairing up with someone one is interested in,” “going to events or participating in activities with someone one is interested in,” and “liking someone more than a friend.”
2.2	Database Search
PubMed, Cochrane Library, and PsycINFO databases were searched using the following criteria: (cyber[All Fields] AND dating[All Fields] AND abuse[All Fields]) AND perpetration[All Fields] OR (cyber[All Fields] AND dating[All Fields] AND ("aggression"[MeSH Terms] OR "aggression"[All Fields])); cyber dating (AND) perpetration; cyber abuse (AND) perpetration, respectively.
2.3	Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Articles searched for were published between the years of 2008 and 2018, and were included in the review if the population under study was between the ages of 10—24 years old, or a maximum mean age of 24 years old at outcome, as suggested by Vagi et al.32 to include the diverse developmental age range of early, middle, and late adolescence. CDA first appeared in the literature in 20103 so a 10-year period was chosen to capture all previous peer reviewed journal articles to date. The articles included contained a measure for CDA perpetration, and the study sample under analysis had to have been in a current romantic relationship or have had history of a romantic relationship. Because there have only been two randomized controlled trials conducted in the past 10 years fitting these criteria, and most studies have been cross-sectional or cohort studies lacking quality assessment, all studies except for cross-sectional and cohort studies were excluded for more efficient comparability by the modified Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) for non-randomized studies; announcements, conferences, opinions, literature reviews, and dissertations were not included in this analysis. Studies were also excluded if CDA outcomes occurred post college, or after a mean age of 24 years old.
2.4	Quality Assessment
Study quality was independently assessed using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS),40 a star-rating system for non-randomized studies in which nine stars are defined as the full score, five stars and above are considered to be of high methodological quality, and four stars and below are considered to be of poor quality.41 For all studies in this analysis, a modified Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale was utilized for validity measures as per Modesti et al.42 in which the questions asked pertain to cross-sectional studies rather than just cohort and case-control studies. Using the adapted scale,42 a maximum of six stars is given for representativeness, a maximum of two stars for comparability, and a maximum of three stars for outcome. Number of stars was determined by answering the following questions:
Selection Criteria: Is the sample representative of the target population? (max = 2 stars); Is the sample size justified? (max = 1 star); Is there comparability between respondents and non-respondents? (max = 1 star); Was a validated measure used? (max = 2 stars)
Comparability Criteria: Are the outcome groups comparable and confounders controlled? (max = 2 stars)
Outcome Criteria: Is the outcome a blind assessment or self-report? (max = 2 stars); Is the proper statistical tool used in analysis and are the results reported appropriately? (max = 1 star)
In this study, a total score of five stars was considered acceptable quality as suggested per the original scale.40
3.0 	Results
3.1	Study Characteristics
The database search retrieved a total of 49 articles; 27 articles remained following application of the literature search strategy and screening. Only two of the excluded 22 articles were randomized control trials with the remaining 20 being non-peer-reviewed articles. Of the remaining 27 articles retrieved, four articles lacked a perpetration measure, one article contained a study population with a mean age greater than 24 years old, and five articles explored cyberbullying or cyberdelinquency outside the context of a relationship. Sixteen out of the final 17 relevant studies were cross-sectional with one being a cohort study. The logic behind study inclusion can be seen by the PRISMA Flow Diagram in Figure 1 below.







Overall, most studies included in this systematic review were conducted among older adolescents in high schools or universities. There were three analyses of the same data28,43,44 that included students as young as 12 across ten schools, and a study by Reed, Tolman, and Ward45 that included students as young as 13 from one high school; however, the remaining studies included older adolescents with outliers as old as 30. The participants were all in some form of a relationship at the discretion of the authors, were in a current relationship, had relationship experience, or both. Study samples were all greater than or equal to 50% female. Most study participants were Caucasian with Van Ouytsel et al.46 and Peskin et al.12 including the most diverse samples; for example, Van Ouytsel et al.46 had a sample that was 25% African American, 31% Caucasian, and 33% Hispanic from one urban university and Peskin et al.12 had a sample that was 61% Hispanic and 30% African American spanning across 10 urban public schools. Five studies were purely descriptive,11,28,43,44,45,47 two were assessing new survey validation scales,13,15 and the rest were using different regression techniques controlling for a variety of different variables in investigating CDA perpetration. About half of the surveys were conducted online and half paper-and-pencil, particularly those among younger students.
Many surveys8,12,46 used were modified and adapted from non-cyber conflict measures or from scales used in previous studies on CDA perpetration, mainly Zweig et al.,28 (​https:​/​​/​www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.pitt.idm.oclc.org​/​pmc​/​articles​/​PMC4713259​/​" \l "R39​) and Picard (​https:​/​​/​www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.pitt.idm.oclc.org​/​pmc​/​articles​/​PMC4713259​/​" \l "R24​);48 however, there are few validated instruments providing proper psychometric measures that also include perpetration as a measure. Borrajo et al.13 aimed to develop and validate the Cyber Dating Abuse Questionnaire (CDAQ), the first comprehensive CDA scale measuring both victimization and perpetration, as well as breaking them into Control and Direct Aggression factors capturing appropriate psychometric properties; four studies13,21,49,50 in this analysis used validated survey scales adapted from Borrajo et al.,13 although one49 focused on the Control dimension only. Two studies15,47 focused solely on cyber psychological dating abuse using the validated Cyber Psychological Abuse Questionnaire (CPAQ)15 and one study focused on cyberstalking within past year relationships with multiple scales adapted specifically for the study.20 The USA and Spain comprise the most literature on CDA perpetration within the past 10 years with only one study conducted in Belgium49 and one in the UK.21 
In the literature, overall prevalences of CDA perpetration ranged from approximately 8—18% over the past year to 70% during a lifetime.8,11,44 Broken into control and direct aggression domains, CDA perpetration prevalences were reported up to 88% for online control and 20% for direct aggression.50 Two factors were identified from the principal axis factor analyses performed by Leisring and Giumetti15 in validating a survey for cyberspychological abuse perpetration and victimization: minor cyberpsychological abuse, such as calling a partner names, and major cyberpsychological abuse, such as threatening a partner through cyber media. Total cyberpsychological CDA was found to occur at a prevalence of approximately 75% with minor cyberpsychological abuse perpetration being reported with a prevalence up to 94% and severe cyberpsychological abuse perpetration having a prevalence of 13%.15,47 Prevalence of self-reported cyberstalking perpetration alone was approximately 27%.20
3.2.1	Gender
Specifically looking at gender differences in CDA perpetration, results were mixed, consistent with previous literature. Some studies8,11,46,51 found no significant gender differences in perpetration scores, number of perpetration experiences, or temporal associations of CDA perpetration, while other studies did find significant gender differences, or the presence of gender as a moderator of CDA perpetration.15,28,45,49,50,52 For example, Martinez-Pecino and Duran52 and Deans and Bhogal21 found that males were significantly more likely to perpetrate CDA, while Zweig et al.28 found that females were significantly more likely to perpetrate overall CDA. After further classifying CDA into sexual and non-sexual forms, Zweig et al.28 found that females were more likely to perpetrate non-sexual forms of CDA, such as psychological forms, including items such as sending threatening text messages, sending so many text messages the partner feels unsafe and using a partner’s social networking account without permission, while males were more likely to perpetrate sexual forms of CDA. Borrajo, Gamez-Gaudix, and Calvete also found through descriptive analyses that females perpetrated significantly higher online control and offline psychological violence than males and that females with high justification for CDA (holding attitudes and beliefs justifying perpetration of violence) perpetrated more direct aggression CDA than males.50 Van Ouytsel, Ponnett and Walrave found that females and older adolescents were more likely to engage in monitoring behaviors as compared to males and younger adolescents.49
However, Leisring and Giumetti15 and Zapor et al.,47 both utilizing the validated Cyber Psychological Abuse Questionnaire (CPAQ),15 found that males reported increased perpetration, as well as victimization, of severe cyber psychological abuse within relationships as compared to females.
In a study by Reed, Tolman and Ward assessing frequency of CDA, as well as anticipated reactions to CDA, it was found that there were no significant gender differences in frequency of CDA perpetration or victimization; however, some differences were found in that males were more likely to share embarrassing information electronically and to pressure their partner to send a sexually suggestive photo, while females were more likely than males to respond negatively (creeped out, embarrassed, scared) to sending or receiving sexual photos.11
In a study investigating sexist ideology in relation to CDA perpetration, Martinez-Pecino and Duran52 found that males exhibiting hostile sexism (antagonistic attitudes) towards their girlfriends were more likely to perpetrate CDA; however, benevolent sexism (positive feeling, but sexist attitudes viewing women in stereotypical gender roles) was not significant in CDA perpetration and there was no interaction between the two sexist beliefs. In terms of protective effects, empathy buffered the relationship of family-of-origin aggression (FOA) on CDA in both males and females; however, perspective-taking had a more pronounced buffering effect for males.51
3.2.2	Cyberstalking
In the only study assessing cyberstalking perpetration, Strawhun, Adams and Huss20 found significant gender differences in cyberstalking perpetration with women more likely to perpetrate than men. Strawhun, Adams and Huss also cite unhealthy attachment styles, physical aggression, and perpetration of anger as noteworthy predictors of cyberstalking for men, and interpersonal jealousy as a predictor for women.20
3.2.3	Myths about Love and Other Findings
The study by Borrajo, Gamez-Gaudix, and Calvete50(p.327-333) showed a significant association between “myths about love” and “online control,” as well as an interaction between age and the effects of “myths about love” on the control aspect of cyber behavior, perhaps highlighting unrealistic expectations of love among younger people, resulting in a magnification of controlling behavior; gender had no effect on control in this study. On the other hand, looking at direct aggression, “justification of CDA” was significantly associated with online aggression, and being female moderated the effect such that the association between “CDA justification” and exhibiting direct aggression was significantly stronger among females compared to males. A study by Deans and Bhogal21 assessing gender, hostility, anger, and components of jealousy and aggression in perpetration of CDA found that, besides gender, hostility and the behavioral component of jealousy, which influences behavioral reactions in response to jealousy such as monitoring and controlling behavior, were the most significant predictors of CDA perpetration.
Examining temporal associations, Temple et al.8 employed a fully saturated MLR model in the only prospective cohort study of this body of literature and found that CDA victimization and perpetration were correlated at baseline and follow-up one year later, and that CDA perpetration at baseline was associated with CDA perpetration one year later.
Zweig et al.28 found increased likelihood of CDA perpetrators initiating other forms of ARA (physical, psychological, sexual). The only study looking at LGBT youth found significantly higher rates of all forms of ARA victimization, as well as perpetration, among LGBT youth versus heterosexual youth;43 however, the transsexual sample comprised only 0.5% of the total sample (n = 18) and so the results are not reliable. Future studies should be conducted on LGBT youth, a high-risk population for traditional ARA victimization and perpetration with their own unique risk factors. 
3.3	Research Question Results
3.3.1	Question 1: Is there a reciprocal nature in being a victim as well as perpetrator of CDA between adolescent partners?
Six studies8,11,13,15,28,47 in this analysis were used to answer this question. Zapor et al.47 found that perpetration and victimization of cyberpsychological abuse were significantly positively correlated with one another, as well as with traditional forms of psychological and physical ARA perpetration and victimization. Reed, Tolman and Ward11 found significant positive inter-correlations between perpetration and victimization variables, indicating that victims had also acted as perpetrators, as well as between CDA variables and traditional abuse variables. Temple et al.8 found that CDA perpetration at baseline predicted CDA victimization the following year after assessing temporal relationships in the only prospective cohort study included in this review. It was also found that CDA victimization and perpetration were significantly correlated with one another.8 
Borrajo et al.13 found supporting evidence for a link between victimization and perpetration in that both control and direct aggression CDA perpetration measures were significantly correlated with traditional psychological and physical ARA, as well as with cyberbullying, victimization and perpetration. Another study by Leisring and Giumetti15 found that severe and minor cyberpsychological abuse victimization and perpetration scales were highly correlated with one another. A study by Zweig et al.28 investigating reciprocity of abuse in the current or most recent relationship found that only 9% (n = 3,745) reported reciprocal CDA perpetration, as compared to 16% reporting reciprocal physical dating violence and 23% reporting reciprocal psychological ARA perpetration.  Though CDA reciprocity may occur less than reciprocity of other forms of traditional ARA, it was also found by looking at the proportion of victims who perpetrate and perpetrators who are victims that the majority of CDA victims did not report perpetrating (67%), and yet, the majority of perpetrators (72%) reported also being victims of CDA. It is evident that there is some link between being the victim of CDA and being the perpetrator of CDA, which may be attributed to bidirectionality of abuse within a relationship; however, it may not be as prevalent as previously thought and warrants further investigation.
3.3.2	Question 2: Which models and theories have been suggested most frequently in current studies to justify CDA perpetration?
Study characteristics are listed in Table 3. Looking at the studies in chronological order, Table 3 shows that research has transitioned to developing theory to explain CDA perpetration. In this body of literature, a range of models and theories explaining traditional ARA have been investigated in explaining CDA perpetration, such as social learning and gender stereotypes, with no single theory dominating the literature; this indicates that a lot remains unknown in the theory behind CDA perpetration and that the literature concerning CDA perpetration is in its infancy stage. However, gender stereotypes, gender norms, or sexism, are at least referenced or partially investigated through descriptive analyses in almost every study included in this analysis. 
All studies in this body of literature were reviewed to answer this question. Contrary to hypothesizing frequent appearance of the socioecological model in the literature, only one study by Peskin et al.12 explicitly investigated the socioecological model. In a final block model controlling for the significant correlates across levels of the socioecological model, norms for violence for boys against girls, having a current boyfriend or girlfriend, and bullying perpetration 

Table 3: Characteristics and NOS Validity Scores of Included Studies


remained significantly associated with CDA. Although, these individual-level psychosocial and behavioral components remained significant, relationship factors at the peer and family level, such as peer drug use and peer dating violence, parental monitoring, and parent-child closeness, and community-level factors, such as social support from community members, did not.12
Although they were examining theories other than the socioecological model, some studies found variables associated with CDA perpetration that could fit into different levels of the model. For example, in a study investigating social learning and social norms, Van Ouytsel, Ponnett, and Walrave found that perceived social norms of peers were the most important correlate of perpetrating controlling forms of cyber aggression.49 










Table 4: Correlates and Risk Factors of CDA Perpetration on Levels of the Socioecological Model
Risk Factors
Individual Level	Relationship Level
Age (older or younger)*	CDA victimization
Alcohol use	Cyberbullying V/P
Anger	Family-of-origin aggression
Cigarettes	Negotiation in a relationship
Endorsement of gender stereotypes	Perceived social norms of peers
Fear	Perception of controlling behavior by the father 
Gender (male or female)*	Traditional bullying V/P
History of sexual intercourse	Traditional dating violence V/P 
Hostile sexist beliefs	




Norms of violence of boys against girls	
Physical aggression	
Poor subjective health	







History of CDA Perpetration	-
*Dependent on study		V/P: Victimization/Perpetration
3.3.3	Question 3: Are there any differences between older and younger age groups in either CDA perpetration or risk factors for CDA perpetration?
Differences in CDA among older and younger adolescents within the past 10 years was difficult to assess based on the current studies. In a multiple linear regression model of control and social learning variables, Van Ouytsel, Ponnett and Walrave49 found that female gender and older age were associated with increased CDA perpetration among a sample of adolescents ages 16 – 22 (M = 17.99, SD = 0.92). Peskin et al.12 also found that older age was associated with CDA perpetration on bivariate analysis among a sample of middle schoolers (M = 12.4, SD = 0.64) in the United States. However, another study by Van Ouytsel et al.46 examining deviant behaviors and substance use among adolescents (M = 17.96, SD = 0.74) found that, on performing logistic regression, age was not significantly correlated with CDA perpetration. Reed, Tolman and Ward45 found that CDA perpetration was not correlated with age and a study employing hierarchical regression to investigate hostile sexist beliefs in relation to CDA showed that age was not significantly associated with CDA through either mobile phone or Internet.52 Lastly, examining temporal relationships and coding age as either above or below 18, Temple et al.8 found that age was not significantly associated with CDA perpetration over time among the adolescent participants (M = 18.09, SD = 0.79). No studies included in this analysis, however, explicitly compared either differences in age or grade levels. 
In another attempt to answer this question, the study with the youngest mean participation age (12 years) by Peskin et al.,12 which was also the only study conducted among middle schools, was compared to two studies with the oldest mean participation ages (22.58 and 22.72 years), both conducted by Borrajo et al.13,50 The findings cannot accurately be compared because of the different survey items, one a comprehensive 13-item survey adapted from Picard48 and Zweig et al.28 in the case of Peskin et al.,12 and the other a 20-item survey developed and utilized in both studies by Borrajo et al.13,50 assessing Control and Direct Aggression factors of CDA. In terms of the study not assessing survey validation, Borrajo et al.13 found a prevalence rate of up to 88% for online control and 20% for direct aggression among the older participants. Peskin et al.12 did not report overall control or direct aggression measures among the middle schoolers; however, 7% of participants reported “using a partner’s social networking account without permission”12(p.368) (n = 28) followed by 6% reporting “making a partner afraid of not responding to the other partner’s calls and messages”12(p.368) (n = 25); these were the most prevalent forms of CDA that could be subjectively interpreted as control and direct aggression forms of abuse, respectively.
Different methods were also used in the two studies with Peskin et al.12 conducting a multivariate hierarchical block regression controlling for socioecological correlates and Borrajo et al.13 running a hierarchical multiple regression model adjusted only for factors such as psychological violence, age and sex. The final sample size included in the analysis for the study by Borrajo et al.13 was almost double that of Peskin et al.12 with Peskin et al.12 having a much more ethnically diverse sample.
However, Peskin et al.12 did find that, in terms of anxiety and parental closeness and communication, these correlates were not significant and were similar to findings of other studies among older participants. Borrajo et al.13 found that the association between myths about love and perpetration of online control was stronger among the youngest individuals. The results showed that age moderated the relationship between myths about love and perpetration of online control,13 theorizing that older individuals may be better aware of their behaviors and more realistic about myths in love; however, the youngest in this age group were 18 years old. Future research should focus on an even younger participant sample. 
Overall, to answer this question, future studies need to be conducted using a consistent validated measure across more compact age ranges of younger adolescents versus older adolescents to identify and compare CDA perpetration and risk factors for CDA perpetration. 




Table 5: Table of Results in Chronological Order from Most Recent
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Deans21	Borrajo et al., 201513	31% (ever perpetrated in current romantic relationship)	Multiple regression of a model with 8 behavioral-level risk factors (gender, physical and verbal aggression, anger, hostility, and cognitive, emotional and behavioral jealous) resulted in only hostility and behavioral jealousy being significantly associated with increased likelihood of CDA perpetrationFemale gender was associated with decreased likelihood of CDA perpetration as compared to males
Ramos51	Bennett et al., 201137*	16% (past year)	No significant difference in CDA perpetration scores by genderFOAa was associated with increased CDA perpetrationPerspective-taking and empathy act as moderators in reducing the association of FOA and CDA perpetration Perspective-taking had a significantly increased protective effect among males than females as compared to females
Reed45	Reed et al., 201611	Sexual Coercion: 17% girls, 34% boys; Direct Aggression: 45% girls, 37% boys; Digital Monitoring/Control: 51% girls, 41% boys (ever perpetrated in most recent relationship)	Age, gender identification, race, parents' marital status, religiosity, SES, access to digital media devices were not significantly associated with CDA perpetration Frequency of CDA perpetration within a relationship is low signifying greater number of isolated events as compared to patterns of abuse
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Van Ouytsel49	Borrajo et al., 201513**	25 - 50% per controlling act (past 6 months)	Female gender and older age were associated with increased CDA perpetrationSignificant social learning variables in association with CDA perpetration were: perceived social norms of peers, perception of controlling behavior by the father, and endorsement of gender stereotypesLiving situation, length of romantic relationship, and controlling behavior of the mother were not significantly associated with CDA perpetration
Van Ouytsel46	Picard et al., 200748 & Zweig et al., 201328	18% (ever perpetrated in most recent relationship)	Alcohol, cigarettes, misuse of medications, history of sexual intercourse, poor subjective health, bullying victimization and perpetration, and substance use prior to sexual intercourse were significantly associated with increased CDA perpetrationNumber of sexual partners in the past year, marijuana, ecstasy, weapon carrying and involvement in a physical fight were not significantly associated with CDA perpetration
Zapor47	Leisring & Giumetti, 201415***	Average of 75% total cyberpsychological abuse across males and females: 75% minor & 9% severe (current dating relationship ≥ 1 month)	Perpetration and victimization of cyberpsychological abuse were significantly positively correlated with one another, as well as with traditional forms of psychological and physical abuse perpetration and victimizationRegarding frequency, males reported significantly more victimization of both traditional psychological and physical dating abuse, as well as severe cyberpsychological abuse, however, males reported more severe cyberpsychological perpetration than femalesRegarding prevalences, males were significantly more likely to perpetrate severe cyberpsychological abuse and to be the victim of traditional physical dating abuse than females in a relationship
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Peskin12	Picard et al., 200748 & Zweig et al., 201328	15% (perpetrated in lifetime)	Multiple variables at each level of socioecological model were associated with increased CDA perpetration on bivariate analyses, such as female gender, older age, bullying victimization and perpetration, anxiety, health complaints, poor conflict resolution and peer drug useIncreased parent-child closeness and parental monitoring had protective effects for CDA perpetrationCommunity-level social support had no association with CDA perpetrationThrough multivariate analysis, a final block model showed that only three individual-level factors remained significant: norms for violence of boys against girls, bullying perpetration and having a current boyfriend/girlfriend
Martinez-Pecino52	Buelga et al., 201056	48% via mobile phone & 38% via Internet (past year)	Significant positive correlation of perpetration through multiple technologies (phone and Internet)Men perpetrated significantly higher rates of CDA perpetration towards their partner through both mobile phone and Internet than womenControlling for age in regression analysis, those with increased hostile sexist beliefs were more likely to perpetrate CDA
Reed11	Original research and national surveys	70% in lifetime & 63% in past year (ever and past year)	No significant differences in CDA perpetration number or frequency of acts between gendersRegarding specific acts, men were more likely to pressure their partner for a suggestive photo or to threaten to distribute humiliating information than womenStrong zero-order correlations existed between CDA perpetration and victimization, and between CDA variables and traditional abuse (physical abuse victimization, psychological abuse and sexual abuse victimization/perpetration, and negotiation) variablesPhysical violence perpetration and injury victimization/perpetration were not associated with CDA perpetration variables
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Temple8	Picard et al., 200748 & Zweig et al., 201328	18% at Wave 4 & 18% at Wave 5 ( ≥1 instance of perpetration over past year)	CDA victimization and perpetration were significantly correlated with one anotherCDA perpetration at Wave 4 was significantly correlated with psychological dating abuse victimization and perpetration, physical dating abuse victimization and perpetration, and both CDA perpetration and victimization at Wave 5Path model with MLR controlling for gender, race, age, survey type (offline vs online), and traditional/cyber dating abuse variables showed that, temporally, only CDA perpetration at Wave 4 was associated with perpetration the following year
Borrajo50	Borrajo et al., 201513	88% online control & 20% online direct aggression (ever perpetrated in relationship >1 month)	Perpetration of online control CDA and traditional psychological violence were significantly higher in women than menDirect aggression CDA did not differ between gendersHierarchical regression showed that, controlling for psychological violence, age and justification of CDA, younger age and stronger 'myths about love' were associated with increased CDA perpetration in the control domainA significant interaction was present between 'myths about love' and age indicating increased myths at a younger age magnifying control perpetrationA second regression model showed that, controlling for psychological violence, age and 'myths about love', gender and increased ‘justification of CDA’ resulted in increased CDA perpetration in the direct aggression domainA significant interaction was present between sex and 'justification for CDA' with increased CDA direct aggression perpetrated by women with high justification than men 
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Borrajo13	Original Measure 	≤82% control & ≤14% direct aggression (ever perpetrated)	Chronicity for both control and direct aggression dimensions showed tendency for repeat CDA perpetrationBoth control and direct aggression CDA perpetration were significantly correlated with traditional psychological and physical abuse, as well as cyberbullying, victimization and perpetration supporting evidence for a link between CDA victimization and perpetration
Dank43	Picard et al., 200748 & Griezel et al., 200755	18% among LGB participants & 12% among heterosexual participant (past year)	LGB youth were significantly more likely to perpetrate physical, psychological and CDA than heterosexual youthTransgender youth had the highest rates of perpetration of physical dating violence, sexual coercion and CDA, however, only comprised 0.5% of the total sample with unreliable resultsFemales were more likely to perpetrate physical, psychological and CDA than malesMales were more likely to perpetrate sexual coercion than females
Yahner44	Picard et al., 200748 & Griezel et al., 200755	8% (past year)	One in eight youth were both perpetrators and victims across both dating and peer relationshipsYouth who reported perpetrating bullying (any, physical, psychological, or cyber) were twice as likely to report perpetrating dating violence, including CDAKendall's tau showed moderate and moderately strong relationships for all bullying perpetration variables and dating violence perpetration variables, including CDA perpetration
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Leisring15	Original Measure (Based on common psychological abuse measures)*** 	94% minor psychological abuse & 13% severe psychological abuse (ever perpetrated in current romantic relationship)	No significant gender differences in terms of minor cyberpsychological abuse perpetration or frequenciesMales were significantly more likely than females to report both victimization and perpetration of severe cyberpsychological abuse and increased frequency of victimization by severe cyberpsychological abuseSevere and minor cyberpsychological abuse victimization and perpetration scales were highly correlated with one another
Strawhun20	Electronic Use Pursuit Behavioral Index, 200820****	27% reported perpetration in which they felt the victim had perceived their behavior as negative (past year relationship and interactions)	Electronic Use Pursuit Behavioral Index (EUPBI), a modern measure of cyberstalking behaviors, showed that perpetration was significantly positively correlated with victimization, as well as with older measures of cyberstalkingSignificant gender differences were found in that women are more likely to perpetrate cyberstalking than menRegression analysis showed that, for men, factors of the fear subscale and physical aggression subscale were significant predictors of cyberstalking perpetrationAmong women, factors of the interpersonal jealousy subscale, as well as anger, were significant predictors of cyberstalking perpetration
Study	CDA Perpetration Scales Used/Modified From	CDA Perpetration Prevalence (Percent)	Results
Zweig28	Picard et al., 200748 & Griezel et al. 200755	12% (past year)	One in ten (12%) adolescents reported perpetrating CDA and one in ten (8%) reported perpetrating reciprocal CDAFemales perpetrated significantly more traditional physical, psychological and CDA than malesFemales perpetrated significantly more non-sexual forms of CDA as compared to males, while males perpetrated significantly more traditional sexual coercion and sexual CDAHigh degree of overlap found between perpetrators of sexual and non-sexual forms of CDA, as well as other forms of dating abuseFemales were significantly more likely than males to participate in both reciprocal and perpetration-only CDA





4.1	Summary of main findings
Besides serving as a general exploratory analysis of current literature on CDA perpetration, the main purposes of this systematic review are 1) to examine reciprocity of CDA perpetration within relationships, 2) to examine current models in the literature investigating CDA perpetration, and 3) to identify any differences in perpetration between older and younger adolescents. It was clear while reviewing the literature that CDA perpetration prevalences varied greatly between studies depending on the measurement scales and methods used. CDA perpetration was reported in a range from approximately 8—18% over the past year to 70% during a lifetime with prevalences of up to 88% for online control and up to 20% for direct aggression.8,11,44,50 Overall, high prevalence of control may indicate that the majority of CDA perpetration is controlling and monitoring behavior integrated into behavioral norms as acceptable, and even “caring” behavior. Total cyberpsychological CDA occurred at a prevalence of approximately 75% with minor cyberpsychological abuse perpetration being reported with prevalences up to 94% and severe cyberpsychological abuse perpetration with prevalences around 13%.15,47 Similar to the study by Zweig et al.28 finding the prevalence of traditional psychological perpetration to be highest at 26% (n = 3,745) as compared to other traditional forms (21% for physical  and 3% for sexual coercion) of ARA, cyberpsychological abuse is the most prevalent form of CDA.
Concerning reciprocity of CDA within a relationship, it was found that victimization and perpetration were highly correlated. 8,11,13,15,47 However, a study by Zweig et al.28 specifically investigating reciprocity of abuse in the current or most recent relationship of participants, found that the majority of CDA victims did not report perpetrating, which may indicate that reciprocity of CDA between partners may be less frequent than among other forms of dating abuse. A tendency for chronicity and repeat perpetration13 in a relationship along with highly correlated CDA perpetration and victimization variables may point to a cycle of CDA within same-partner (relationship with the same partner over time) relationships. 
Within this body of literature, it was found that a single theory does not prevail. By looking at the current studies in chronological order it is apparent that there is a more recent trend in investigating the theory behind CDA perpetration for better understanding of this unique form of abuse and, therefore, better prevention methods. Only one study, Peskin et al.,12 focused specifically on the socioecological model despite its popularity in traditional ARA literature, although most studies did perform some sort of descriptive analyses or sub-analyses of gender stereotypes. From the perspective of the socioecological model, most risk factors investigated in this body of literature fall into the individual level of the model, as evidenced by Table 4. 
Age-related findings were mixed in assessing the association between age and CDA perpetration with certain studies finding that older age is associated with increased CDA perpetration,12,49 some finding younger age,50 and other studies finding no association.8,45,46,52 Overall, this question was difficult to answer without a direct comparison of age ranges or grade levels, which should be carried out in future research.
Issues relevant to CDA perpetration in the literature that remain understudied include risk factors, correlates and consequences, as well as how these factors relate to previously studied traditional ARA. Differences in CDA perpetration and its risk factors across different age groups or grade levels also remains understudied. Questions that continue to remain unanswered after this review pertain to the specific context within which CDA occurs in a relationship and how it is perceived by the potential victim, for example, as normal caring behavior versus unwanted abuse (which would also affect prevalences of perpetration reported). Whether perpetration is occurring in an offensive or defensive manner between partners has also not been studied. Questions concerning examination of moderators, such as ethnicity, on factors associated with CDA perpetration, as well as general behavioral-level protective factors against perpetration have yet to be investigated.
4.2	Strengths and Limitations
Although most of the studies included in this systematic review are exploratory in some form, strengths are that they are all investigating an emerging and quickly evolving variable of great importance among youth today, and with limited previous research.
Limitations of this review include the variability of definitions and methods used in previous research and, therefore, lack of comparability of results. Discrepancies in prevalences between studies can likely be attributed to the investigators’ definitions, measurement of CDA, sampling, or methods. Relationship duration captured within each study varied and, in many studies, it was unknown whether survey responses could be applied to one relationship or multiple relationship instances within the past or prior year based on limited question wording. All CDA measures were self-reported through survey questions with the possibility of some recall and social desirability bias, especially for men willing to participate in a study on a sensitive topic such as abuse. Because of social stigma, adolescents may be more likely to report instances of victimization as compared to perpetration. With only one prospective cohort design among many cross-sectional surveys, only characteristics that are associated with CDA could be identified, but causal relationships and temporality could not be better explored.
Sexual orientation was not thoroughly investigated, or only heterosexual relationships included in study analyses, with only one study investigating CDA among LGBT. 43 There was an attempt to include ethnically diverse populations in studies such as those conducted by Reed, Tolman, and Ward11 and Peskin et al.,12 although most participants among the remaining included studies were predominantly white, or surveyed within one or a number of high schools or universities within a specific location. Geography and differentiating characteristics of those attending schools or universities as compared to those who do not may further limit generalizability to the U.S. adolescent population. Also, comparability of characteristics between those in a relationship and those not in a relationship, or between those who participated and were included in study analyses versus those who were not, was not addressed leaving room for the possibility of non-response bias. 
4.3	Future Implications and Conclusion
Future studies should be conducted to investigate ethnic diversity in the role of CDA perpetration and to assess differences in individual-level factors such as anxiety and depression among races on CDA perpetration. Emotional and behavioral reactions of adolescents to CDA, as well as relationship context, should be further investigated to differentiate and track changes in what is considered normative “caring behavior” versus perceived as abuse. Length and duration of the relationships under study need to be further evaluated, and, because it has been shown that those who experience CDA victimization are more likely to experience victimization in the future,8 dose-response of CDA victimization to initialization of the victim to abuser should be investigated. 
Most of the current studies to date assessing CDA perpetration are cross-sectional in nature lacking comparability due to different controls, methods and scales. Validation of the survey by Borrajo et al.13 can provide some consistency for future cross-sectional studies focused on CDA perpetration. Because of the newness and recent availability of digital communication media, there is a lack of data for longitudinal assessment of these changing perceived norms. Future prospective study designs are needed to establish temporality of risk factors in CDA perpetration.
Adolescents aged 12 – 17 are more likely than any other age group to use technology to communicate.53 Focus for intervention should be on the youngest age groups possible, before relationships and extensive technology use become conventional, in which proper management of behavior and emotions can be learned. Since Peskin et al.12 showed that CDA perpetration is highly prevalent in middle schools, future research, as well as screening and intervention methods, should be applied to this younger adolescent population to dissolve gender stereotypes and to demonstrate methods of handling emotions, particularly jealousy, through non-abusive means. Interventions focused on CDA should be incorporated into existing interventions focused on traditional ARA. Unlike traditional forms of ARA, visual and verbal cues from the victim are not apparent and, therefore, may require different methods in recognizing the consequences of CDA for perpetrators.
Because perpetration and victimization are cyclical, and victims are more likely to perpetrate, it is necessary to focus on predicting and preventing perpetration before it begins. CDA is a relatively new topic found in the literature on ARA and most of the literature and prevention efforts focus only on physical abuse, so it is necessary to create nationally standardized and comprehensive epidemiologic CDA prevalence measures. Because CDA and offline abuse are reciprocal and have been shown by previous studies to co-occur according to Dick et al.,54 it is necessary to understand CDA prevention for prevention of physical, as well as other forms of ARA.
Future research should be conducted on CDA through both qualitative and quantitative methods to solidify current research results, as well as to establish appropriate prevention methods. Increased recognition and awareness will allow for incorporation of CDA into new and existing cyberbullying and harassment laws through policy change. Because not all relationships experience CDA and most risk factors are at the individual level, healthy relationship communication skills are necessary to break the victim-perpetrator cycle.
As suggested by Zweig et al.,28 although technology has allowed new conduits of harmful expression, technology can also be used as a means of prevention, for example, through spreading information and awareness on CDA. Overall, this systematic review has served to solidify that, despite varying results reported due to inconsistent definitions and methods, it is evident that CDA is an issue of public health significance among adolescents across the literature that requires unique and appropriate interventions for future prevention.
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